
Looking for 
Coaches

UNION Leeds  is a 12-month programme of coaching and training for people committed to 1

developing creativity in the communities around Leeds. It is aimed at community artists and 
creative social activists based in Leeds who are looking for direction, opportunities, and challenges 
and interested in to be part of a group/learning community.
 
One-to one coaching sessions form a central part of the programme, alongside recommendations 
for mentors, opportunities for work placements and training opportunities. There are also 
opportunities for practical real-life collaborative projects to develop and learn from.
 
Coaching Team
UNION currently has two coaches, Adrian Sinclair and Sara Domville. Both have significant 
experience of working within the community arts sector within leadership roles and trained as 
coaches with Relational Dynamics 1st.  
 
We are looking for a third coach to join the team in 2022.
————————————
 
For us, a good coach would have the following:

• Is curious, supportive and able to challenge 
• Able to support personal and professional growth and development
• Able to build trust and rapport with a wide range of people
• Possesses emotional intelligence and self-awareness
• Takes a person-centred approach
• Holds equity, diversity, and inclusion at the centre of their practice
• Has some knowledge/experience of the Community Arts sector or of Creative Social Activism
• Has experience of coaching within an arts-based context
 
Our approach at UNION
Some of the core principles of our approach to coaching with UNION are as follows:

• We work as equals to help the coachees identify the best approach for them
• We work to an agenda set by the coachee
• We help coachees move forward by asking questions rather than answering them
• We reflect, not direct, the coachees development journey
• We challenge as well as support
 
And our approach differs from a pure coaching situation in that we work as a coaching team 
alongside a specific cohort, and the one-to-one work links to our facilitated sessions and the 
reflective learning going on throughout the programme.

 You can find out more about UNION: The Northern School for Creativity and Activism at https://1

unionarts.org.uk/ and specifically about UNION Leeds here

O
“Art is travelling without travelling. Art is 
a language that does not need Western 
translation. Art is a mini-scale revolution.” 
– The International Congress of Youth Voices

https://unionarts.org.uk/
https://unionarts.org.uk/
https://unionarts.org.uk/?p=408
https://relationaldynamics1st.co.uk/


 
Mentoring
Where appropriate, and with awareness that we are stepping into a different role, we may also 
signpost coachees to appropriate mentors.  Depending on our own background and skills, 
sometimes we might take on a mentor role linked to particular practical projects that the coachees 
have decided to develop. Again in the knowledge that this is a different role, but that we can 
maintain a coaching approach.
 
 
At UNION our starting point for coaching begins with 3 questions…

• Who are you? Supporting the coachee to understand themselves better by exploring their 
values; what matters and what makes them tick. 

• What do you want to change? reflecting on where the coachee is now, before choosing where 
to start. Supporting the coachee to see all the possibilities and what they want to change more 
clearly.

• How are you holding yourself back?  Supporting coachees to spot limiting beliefs and patterns 
and overturn what isn’t working for them.

 
 
Interested?
This is only the second UNION cohort and we are enjoying developing a coaching approach 
throughout the programme. We are looking for a coach who is willing to work as part of a team, 
sharing skills and experiences to develop best practice.
 
We welcome interest from coaches who would add to UNION’s diversity and have insight and 
experience of community arts and social activism.

As a rough guide we are looking for a coach who would be able to deliver 20-30 sessions during 
the year and we would pay £75/session.
 
Please send a current CV and a couple of paragraphs about how you are suited to this role and 
what you could bring to UNION. 

Email to union@unionarts.org.uk by the end of January please.

 
 

O
“Art is travelling without travelling. Art is 
a language that does not need Western 
translation. Art is a mini-scale revolution.” 
– The International Congress of Youth Voices
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